
No Demonstrator / Title Picture/Symbol Short description of task

1 DAQ "s-box" A low-cost data logger: System for the modern collection of data on the technical condition of railway switches, dynamic load under 

moving trains and other conditions of use, pre-processing of data, etc; focuses on long-term measurement. 

2 DAQ "light" System for processing and evaluating data from vibration acceleration sensors. The system calculates dynamic effects and compares 

effects from the same type of the locomotive mainly.

3 Acoustic measurements Using sound measurements to determine the condition of the switch and crossing. This could be applied to the point machine 

movements and impacts on crossing noise. The system could potentially identify vehicles with high impacts (i.e. wheel flats).

4 Sensor placement (3D printed model) Design of optimal embeded sensor locations and data acquisition for S&C condition monitoring. A 3D prototype with sensor selection 

will be used for demonstration. 
5 Handheld scanner To be merged with Optical scanner Demonstrator #06

6 Optical scanner The Optical scanner is an updated version of handheld scanner. To avoid human error, a video camera is embedded in to the existing 

system. The laser will be aligned at 90degree with the help of master image captured by the video camera. This updated system will 

be attached to the drone and the data will be transmitted wirelessly to the remote monitoring system. 
7 Laser scanner using drones To be removed from the list of demonstrators

8 Condition monitoring (software demonstrator) Software demonstrator includes a co-simulation model of the HPSS switch in Simpack and Simulink. The model-based parameter 

estimation technique is able to detect any change in the system parameters such as friction, inertia of the switch system.

9 Fault tolerant control system (software demonstrator) A fault tolerant control system which has been designed accommodates sensors even when it is failed. Observers from a control 

system perspective have been developed to overcome this lack of sensor data. This will be demonstrated with the help of a graphical 

user interface.

No Demonstrator Picture Short description of task

10 Contact layer with improved rolling-contact resistance The heterogeneous surface layer parts were designed and evaluated using the rail profile in a laboratory scale, the prospective 

application for highly dynamic loaded turnout is considered. The functionally graded surface was created using the novel high strength 

steel in combination with the standard pearlitic rail steel. The material analyzes of local mechanical parameters were performed.  

11 Neoballast Sister Project to S-Code, investigated for switch-tematic:

Neoballast is a result of Fast Track to Innovation programme of H2020; Grant Agreement 720491. New high-performant and long-

lasting ballast for sustainable railway infrastructures by using natural aggregates coated with rubber particles from waste tires.

12 Self healing, high damping concrete bearers Self-healing performance of rubberized concrete with fibre. Significance to develop self-healing concrete which can automatically heal 

small cracks to reduce maintenance fee.

13 FFU composite bearers Study of Fibre-Reinforced Foamed Urethane (FFU) Composite Sleepers and Bearers; non-destructive testing approaches to provide 

comprehensive insights into the structural behavior of the FFU composites.

Two approaches: Modal analysis and acoustic emission (AE): Modal analysis for comprehending vibration characteristics of mechanical 

structures AEutilized for detecting damages in structures in real-time.

14 3D Printed Bearer 3D printing addictive technology for full-scale 3D printed composite sleepers: Within this study, the finite element model was adapted 

to create the layers of printed FFU sleeper and simulate overall structural response of 3D printed FFU sleeper subjected to three point 

bending test.
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15 Vehicle based switch (physical model, 1:22.5) The Concept of the Vehicle Based Switch solves the possibility of making the entire switch as a completely fixed structure without any 

moving parts, and the actuation device is transferred to the vehicle.

16 Back to back bistable switch (simulation) To be combined with "Back to back bistable switch (train-track video) Demonstrator #18

17 Back to back bistable switch (physical model, 1:22.5) This scaled version of a B2B S&C will demonstrate the actuation mechanism of the novel concept. 

18 Back to back bistable switch (train-track video) With the help of an animated video, the actuation principle of B2B switch along with simulated wheel-rail forces when a train is run 

through it will be demonstrated.

19 Single slender switch (physical model, 1:22.5) The Single Slender Switch is characterized by the use of only one moving part ("tongue"), passing through the entire crossingand 

fulfilling also the function of the movable crossing. 

20 High redundancy actuator High Redundancy Actuator (HRA) designed to provide fault tolerance using several actuators; assembled in parallel and series 

configuration to form a single actuator. See also Demonstrator #24

21 Maglev actuator The actuator can move switch rails with help of magnetic levitation principle. Four of them which are arranged two in horizontal and 

two in vertical directions will demonstrate this.

22 Locking based on dilatant materials This demonstrator will be skipped due to design challenges and practical implementation problems.

23 Locking based on MR fluid Locking mechanism by using Magneto-rheological (MR) fluid, one of the controllable fluids which has the ability to change its viscosity 

when the applied magnetic field changes. The lock is achieved by providing current to the lock in locking position to restrict any 

motion of the rails. 

24 Hardware-in-the-loop simulation Following from demonstrator #20 "High redundancy actuator", forces from a simulation environment which represents rail forces can 

be fed into the hardware. The responses of the actuator could then be recorded.
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25 Section of swich part 

(plastic bearer+magnetic locking+innovative fastening)

Passive railroad switch locking system: setup lacks ofactive electrical components. The lock generates the relevant operational force 

by utilizing blocks of permanent magnets (PMs).

26 BIM The BIM demonstrator will show an example of integrating two CAD models developed by independent research groups. It will also 

show various levels of information
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https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/01_WP6_S-Box
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/02_WP6_DAQ_light
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/04_WP6_Sensor placement
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/06WP6Compact Optical Scanner COPS system
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/08_WP6_Condition Monitoring
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/09_WP6_FTC software Demonstrator
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/10_WP6_Contact Layer Demonstrator_UPA
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/11_Z_Tecnica_Article2 Full-scale study of Neoballast application
https://rssb.sharepoint.com/:b:/r/sites/scode/wp6/Shared Documents/Overview/12_WP6_Self-healing Concrete (long version).pdf?csf=1
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/13_WP6_FFU Sleeper
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/14_WP6_3D-Printed Composite Sleeper
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/15_Vehicle Based Switch Abstract RE 2019 fin
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/17_WP6_B2B Demonstrator
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/18_WP6_B2B Video Demonstrator
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/21_WP6_Maglev
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/23_WP6_MR Lock Demonstrator
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/24WP6Hardwareintheloop simulation using HRA demonstrator 20
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/25_WP6_Magnetic Locking
https://www.rssb.co.uk/-/media/Project/RSSB/Platform/Documents/Public/Public content/s-code/25_WP6_Magnetic Locking

